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Abstract: In this paper we study the problem of scheduling a collection of workflows, identical or
not, on a SOA grid. A workflow (job) is represented by a directed acyclic graph (DAG) with typed
tasks. All of the grid hosts are able to process a set of task types with unrelated processing costs and
are able to transmit files through communication links for which the communication times are not
negligible. The goal is to minimize the maximum completion time (makespan) of the workflows. To
solve this problem we propose a genetic approach. The contributions of this paper are both the design
of a Genetic Algorithm taking the communication costs into account and the performance analysis.
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Algorithme Ge´ne´tique pour Ordonnancer un Ensemble de Workflow sur
une Grille Oriente´e Service avec des Couˆts de Communications
Re´sume´ : Dans ce rapport de recherche nous conside´rons un proble`me pour ordonnancer un
ensemble de workflows, identiques ou non, sur une grille fonde´e sur une architecture oriente´e service.
Un workflow (job) est repre´sente´ par un graph acyclique oriente´ avec un des taˆches type´es. Chacune
des machines de la grille savent exe´cuter un ensemble de type de taˆches pre´de´finies avec des couˆts
inde´pendants les uns des autres. L’objectif est de minimiser la date de fin de la dernie´re taˆche (le
makespan) de l’ensemble de workflows. Pour re´soudre ce proble´me nous proposons une approche
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1 Introduction
Nowadays, to go further in their research, scientists often need to connect
several applications together. That is why for few years, workflow systems
have been designed to provide tools that support their multi-application sim-
ulations. In the e-Science [22] many fields use workflow applications: medical
image processing [14], geosciences [11], astronomy [20].
A workflow is a set of applications which are connected to each other by
precedence constraints. An input data set enters the workflow, it is processed
by an application which computes an output data set. This result data set is
sent to the next application as defined by the structure of the workflow. Gen-
erally a workflow has the structure of a DAG (Direct Acyclic Graph): a graph
whose nodes are the tasks and whose edges are the precedence constraints.
When the size of the data entering the workflow increases the processing
time may become very long and it becomes mandatory to use larger comput-
ing resources as grids. Because of their heterogeneity – the platforms have
hosts with different calculation and memory capacities – they are difficult
to use for non computer scientists but several research projects have already
tackled this problem. The Pegasus framework [12] proposes a convenient way
for scientists to compute their workflows onto heterogeneous platforms with-
out learning distributed programming concepts. Other tools, like DIET [5]
or NINF-G [21], provide a SOA-Grid (Service Oriented Architecture) that
facilitates user accesses to remotely accessible computing applications and
make the execution of workflows on a heterogeneous platform easier. When
the number of workflows to be executed in parallel is huge, it is however
mandatory to efficiently map them onto the resources of a heterogeneous
platform.
Minimizing the execution time of a workflow or a set of workflows onto a
heterogeneous platform is an optimization problem that is known to be NP-
Hard. We can just rely on heuristics to find a solution as good as possible.
The quality of the heuristic solution is based on the performance obtained in
the scheduling of different workflows. Genetic Algorithms (GA) are known to
give good results in several optimization domains. GA have already been used
in the scheduling of workflows [8, 15]. With these algorithms it is however
not possible to give an approximation and a static study of the algorithm
may be worth it. The performance evaluation must be done by simulating
the algorithm behavior in a large number of cases.
The general problem we deal with is to schedule a set of workflows (jobs)
onto a SOA-grid. Each task of a workflow has a type that corresponds
to a service type or to an application type in the SOA-Grid. We consider
the two cases: (1) the general case when the structure of each workflow
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differs from one another; (2) the particular case when the structure of the
workflow is the same for all the jobs. In this paper we focus on researches
that we carried out on the design of a Genetic Algorithm and we assess
its performance to schedule a set of workflows. The contributions of this
paper are both the design of a Genetic Algorithm taking the communication
costs into account and the performance analysis. In the general case (1) we
compare the performance obtained by a GA approach to the performance
obtained by a list-based scheduling algorithm. In the particular case (2)
of the scheduling of a collection of identical workflows which structure is
limited to intrees, we compare our results to a lower bound and we show
that our Genetic Algorithm approach allows us to get a schedule with good
performance.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we detail the framework
which defines both the grid and the workflow models. Section 3 is devoted to
an overview of the related work. We present in section 4 a Genetic Algorithm
that takes communication costs into account to deal with our problem. Sec-
tion 6 introduces the simulation setup, the results of the simulations and their
analysis for workflows of different shape. Section 7 presents the simulations
for workflows with identical structure. Finally, we conclude in section 8.
2 Framework
Scheduling a set of workflows on a SOA-grid amounts to schedule each task
of each workflow onto a grid host that provides the application corresponding
to its task type. In this section we outline the applicative framework, the
targeted platform and the communication model.
2.1 Applicative framework
In our study, the problem that we have to solve deals with the scheduling
of a collection B = {J j, 1 ≤ j ≤ N} of N workflows. Each workflow J j is
represented by the graph (DAG) J j = (T j,Dj) where T j = {T j1 , . . . , T jnj} is
the set of its tasks and Dj represents the precedence constraints between the
tasks of the workflow. Let T = ∪Nj=1T j = {T jij , 1 ≤ ij ≤ nj and 1 ≤ j ≤ N}
be the set of tasks to schedule.
Figure 1 gives an example of a workflow J 1 that consists of three tasks
T 11 , T
1
2 and T
1
3 which types are respectively A, D and B. Each edge of J 1
indicates a precedence constraint and its associated value is the amount of
data that has to be exchanged. These precedence constraints actually repre-
sent file transfers between applications. These transfers, that may be costly,
LIFC
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Figure 1: Example of a workflow J 1
implies that communication costs must be taken into account in the sched-
ule. As we mention above we distinguish the two following cases: scheduling
identical workflows or scheduling different workflows.
2.2 Targeted platform
The targeted platform is a heterogeneous platform of n machines modeled
by an undirected graph PF = (P ,L) where P = {p1, . . . , pn} is the set of
vertices which represents the machines and where L is the set of bidirectional
communication links between machines (∀ 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n and i 6= j then
(pi, pj) ∈ L).
Let τ be the set of all the task types available onto the platform. Each
machine pi is able to perform a subset of τ . If the type t ∈ τ is available
on the machine pi, w(t, pi) is the time to perform a task of type t on pi.
Moreover, each link (pi, pj) has a bandwidth bw(pi, pj) which is the number
of data per time unit that can be transferred through that link.
5
10
2
20
2
4
{B,D}
{B,C}
p4
{A,D}
p3
p2p1
{A,C}
Figure 2: An example of a platform
Figure 2 gives an example of a platform where the letters A, B, C and D
represent the task types that can be performed onto the nodes. The number
above the link is the bandwidth.
Figure 3 gives an example of the capabilities of each machine to perform
each task type. The values correspond to the number of time units necessary
to carry out the corresponding task type onto a given processor. When the
value is infinity, the machine cannot perform the task type. For instance,
processor p1 can perform both the functions A and C but cannot perform
neither B nor D.
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p1 p2 p3 p4
T
y
p
e
A 20 ∞ ∞ 15
B ∞ 10 5 ∞
C 10 10 ∞ ∞
D ∞ ∞ 10 10
Figure 3: Execution platform performance.
2.3 Communication model
In our study processors are interconnected by communication links in a point-
to-point fashion to model a computation grid. In the literature [1, 6], several
communication models exist such as the one-port model or the all-port model.
We choose to use the one-port model because of its ease of modeling and of
implementation while still being realistic. In this model only one data can
be transmitted at the same time over a communication link and a node can
do at most one reception and one transmission at the same time.
3 Related work
Scheduling problems have extensively been studied in the literature and min-
imizing the makespan (maximum completion time) of a DAG execution on
a distributed homogeneous platform with limited resources, i.e., a limited
number of processors, is known to be a NP-Complete problem [18]. As a
consequence, the problem considered here is also NP-Complete since the
heterogeneity of the resources makes the problem more complex. So there is
no direct method that can find an optimal solution in polynomial time and
the schedule decisions must rely on heuristic solutions.
Classical solution scheduling algorithms often rely on list-based schedul-
ing algorithms. They use heuristics such as Heterogeneous Earliest Finish
Time (HEFT) [23] or Critical Path [16]. In a homogeneous context, [17]
gives a survey on the DAG scheduling topic. Moreover the more complete
study [13] evaluates eleven heuristics, such as Min-min, Max-min or Suffer-
age, three heuristics based on the Minimum Completion Time (MCT). These
results obtained onto homogeneous platforms give hints to schedule DAGs
onto heterogeneous platforms but have not been validated for Heterogeneous
Computing.
Makespan oriented strategies to schedule workflows onto the grid are pre-
sented in [19], with the description of real life medical applications, or in [4]
for Ocean-Atmosphere modeling. In [25], the problem of scheduling a set of
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different DAGs is studied. These approaches compute an off-line schedule
considering the whole set of tasks. But, when the number of tasks scales
up, the computation time becomes too long because of the complexity of the
algorithm.
M. Daoud and N. Kharma present in [8] a makespan oriented genetic
based algorithm (GA) for tasks scheduling. It has been designed for schedul-
ing tasks of one workflow onto a heterogeneous platform but without taking
communication costs into account. C. Goh et al. use in [15] the same genome
coding but communications are not handled too.
Other studies tackle workflow scheduling onto heterogeneous platforms
but with other objective functions than the makespan. The results pre-
sented in [2] use Timed Petri Nets and pipelines to optimize the through-
put of replicated workflows onto heterogeneous platforms. The steady-state
technique presented in [1] provides an optimal algorithm to schedule a set
of identical workflows also for the throughput objective function. Other op-
timization criteria are studied in the literature, such as the latency [24], or
even performance-related criteria together with energy consumption [3].
4 GA with communication costs
For the execution we use the same genome representation as in [8, 15], i.e.,
a chromosome is a two-dimension table with one row per node where the
tasks assigned to the node are recorded. Some improvements to take SOA-
Grids and collections into account, presented in [10], are added. As these GA
coding does not however take communication costs into account, we study
their integration in this section.
4.1 Communication integration
The main problem we faced is the step of the genetic algorithm where we
should integrate the communications.
At first we have worked on inserting communications into the chromo-
somes, as for executions. We have introduced the notion of “communication
task”, between each couple of dependent tasks in the task graph. Then we
map them onto the communication links. When integrating “communication
tasks” in the chromosomes, there are however issues regarding the crossover
procedure. Let us imagine two schedules for one application onto one plat-
form. In each schedule a task is allocated to one node, and its output (a
communication) is allocated to a route composed of connected communica-
tion links. Now, if we make a crossover with these two schedules, and if we
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apply the crossover technique on communication tasks with their allocated
links, we potentially generate a lot of inconsistent communication routes and
we thus produce numerous non feasible schedules. This makes a huge waste
in term of computation time.
A more convenient way to introduce communications is at the fitness
evaluation step of the genetic algorithm. Indeed the allocations of the com-
munication tasks depend on the allocations of the computation tasks since
the possible routes between two nodes are limited. Choosing a good mapping
for the computation tasks intuitively involves finding a valid allocation for
the communication tasks. So we propose to use the chromosomes only for
mapping computation tasks onto the nodes, and in a second step to look
for a valid route to send the data according to this mapping and the prece-
dence constraints between the tasks. Then the fitness of each individual can
be evaluated by taking both the computations and the communications into
account, each individual being valid (see algorithm 1).
4.2 Impact of the communication model
Choosing the network links for each communication is complex. Always using
the shortest, or fastest, path may lead to a high contention so that we need
to take the network load into account. We assess here four communication
policies.
Figures 4a and 4b show the efficiencies of the GA different communica-
tion integrations. This notion of efficiency will be introduced in section 7.1,
however, it is necessary to know only that the higher the curve is, the higher
the performance of the algorithm is.
• “GA-without-comm” : an arbitrary static route is given for each cou-
ple of computation nodes. Chromosome fitness are evaluated without
regarding the communication cost.
• “GA 1-port-comm-static-route” : the same the previous policy but
with regarding communication costs in the fitness evaluation using the
1-port model.
• “GA 1-route-Bellman-Ford” : the static route for each couple of com-
putation nodes is the fastest one by using the Bellman-Ford algorithm.
• “GA 3-routes-Bellman-Ford” : for each couple of computation nodes,
during the evaluation fitness step, the 3 first best routes are tested.
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Algorithm 1: Scheduling tasks according the chromosome ch
Input : B: the N DAGs to schedule
a(i, j): pa(i,j) is the machine on which T
j
i is assigned
PF = (P,L): the targeted platform
R(pk, pi) = {(pj , pj′) ∈ L}: a route from pk to pi
t(i, j): the type of the task T ji
w(t(i, j), u): the time to perform T ji onto pu
Output: f(ch): the fitness associated to the chromosome ch
Data: T = {T jij , 1 ≤ ij ≤ nj and 1 ≤ j ≤ N}: the set of tasks to scheduleTToSched: the set of remaining tasks to schedule
C(T ji ): the completion time of T
j
i
σ(T ji ): the time to start T
j
i onto pa(i,j)
δ(pu): the next time where pu is idle
F jk,i: the file to send between T
j
k and T
j
i when (T
j
k , T
j
i ) ∈ Dj
CF (F jk,i): the time to send F
j
k,i along the route
R(pa(k,j), pa(i,j))
TToSched ← T
while TToSched 6= ∅ do
choose a free task T ji ∈ TToSched (EFT heuristic) Tpred ← {T jk |(T jk , T ji ) ∈ Dj}
σ(T ji )← 0
foreach task T jk ∈ Tpred do
σ(T ji )← max(σ(T ji ), C(T jk ) + CF (F jk,i))
σ(T ji )← max(δ(pa(i,j)), σ(T ji ))
C(T ji )← σ(T ji ) + w(t(i, j), a(i, j))
δ(pa(i,j))← C(T ji )
The task T ji is scheduled at the time σ(T
j
i ) onto pa(i,j)
TToSched ← TToSched \ {T ji }
return f(ch) = Cmax = maxT j
i
∈T (C(T
k
i ))
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Figure 4: Communication integrations with an efficiency above 0.9 and 0.8,
CCR ≈ 10
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Comparing this preliminary work to performance of a list-based schedul-
ing (LIST) allows us to see that taking communication into account leads to
good performance.
5 Simulation setup
To assess the performance of the scheduling algorithm we need to implement
it on a heterogeneous platform. The context is indeed too complex to be
studied with a formal approach and, to get realistic results, the platforms
used must integrate the network contention. On the other hand, the imple-
mentation on a computation grid can however not give reproducible results
as the experimental conditions, as the network load, may change. So, we use
a grid simulator to evaluate the performance of the Genetic Algorithm. The
simulator is implemented using SimGrid and its MSG API [7].
All the simulations have been made using batch sizes from 1 to 10 000.
The platforms and the applications are randomly generated with a uniform
distribution. Platforms have between 4 and 10 nodes and are strongly con-
nected. Applications have between 4 and 12 tasks. For the case where
workflows are different from each other, presented in 6, 200 platforms and
10 000 DAGs are randomly generated. For each couple (platform, batch size)
different applications are randomly chosen among the 10 000. So we generate
1 900 simulations of platform/application scenarios. In the case where work-
flows are identical, we use 10 platforms and 10 applications, so 100 scenarios
for each batch size.
We define the “computation to communication ratio” (CCR) of a simula-
tion as the average computation time divided by the average communication
time. To assess the impact of the communications on the algorithm perfor-
mance, we run simulations with different CCR, from 1/1 000, i.e., communi-
cation time is predominant, to 1 000, i.e., communication time is negligible.
The speed of the nodes are unrelated. We also assess the impact of the plat-
form heterogeneity on the performance: execution and communication times
fluctuate respectively in a range from 1 to 10 and 1 to 4.
For the GA, the population is set to 200 individuals and a generation is
set to 100 iterations.
6 Results with general DAGs
As no optimal value can be computed in a polynomial time for the global
execution time of a collection of workflows, we must compare the performance
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of the GA to another algorithm. So the metric that we use is the makespan
improvement relative to a standard list-based scheduling algorithm (LIST).
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Figure 5: Improvement for batches of different DAGs, fully heterogeneous
platforms, CCR ≈ 1
Figure 5 shows the improvement of the makespan when scheduling a set
of different workflows on a heterogeneous platform. Each curve shows the
percentage of GA experiences whose makespan is improved respectively by
more than 0%, 10%, 20% and 30% when compared to the use of the list-
based scheduling algorithm (LIST). We notice that more than 80% of the
GA experiments have a makespan improved by more than 10%. The 0%-
curve shows that GA gives an improvement in about 100% of cases.
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Figure 6: Improvement for batches of identical general DAGs, fully hetero-
geneous platforms, CCR ≈ 1
Figure 6 shows the improvement of the makespan when scheduling a set
of identical workflows. We can notice that GA gives less important im-
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provements relative to LIST in this case. For each 0, 10, 20 and 30 %-curve,
GA improvements decrease by about 10% compared to experiments obtained
when scheduling different workflows. We can also note that 10% to 20% of
the GA schedules are less efficient than the LIST schedules in this case. GA
improvements remain however high.
In general, more than 70% of the GA experiments give a makespan with
an improvement greater than 10% for almost any size of sets of workflows.
The diversity of the workflows promotes the GA algorithm: as GA tries
randomly a lot of combinations it can benefit from different workflows while
LIST which is directed by greedy choices, cannot.
7 Results for a set of identical intrees
Comparing two algorithms gives relative information but no absolute infor-
mation on the quality of the algorithm. For the particular case of batches of
intrees it is possible to compute an optimal throughput by using a steady-
state algorithm [1]. In this section we assess how far the GA is from the op-
timal, so its absolute efficiency, and we compare it to the list scheduling and
to the a practical makespan oriented implementation of this algorithm [9].
Note that this study is limited to the particular case where the applica-
tions are intrees.
7.1 Efficiency
Using linear programming the optimal throughput can be computed thanks
to the steady-state algorithm. This optimal throughput is used to compute
a lower bound for the optimal makespan makespano which the number N of
jobs to process divided by the steady-state throughput (ρ). To evaluate the
GA performance, we introduce the notion of efficiency as the ratio between
this lower bound makespano over the makespan of the schedule given by
GA makespanr. That is to say if a schedule gives makespanr = makespano
then efficiency = 1.0 and it means that this schedule is optimal. The nearer
efficiency is from 1.0, the more efficient the scheduling algorithm is.
efficiency =
makespano
makespanr
with makespano ≥
N
ρ
So, efficiency ≥ N
ρ×makespanr
Since we run 100 simulations, for each of the 19 sizes of job sets, we cannot
get a simple scalar efficiency value for the overall experiments. A mean value
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would indeed be not meaningful as the longer simulations will weight more
than the sorter ones in this metric. So we introduce an efficiency threshold t
for the different sizes of batches SIZES and we compute the percentage of
experiments that gives an efficiency greater than t for each size of batches.
In the following we present the distribution of the results depending on
this percentage on 3D curves. Two lines are thickened on the surfaces to
highlight the efficiency curves for threshold values 0.8 and 0.9.
7.2 Fully heterogeneous platforms
In this section we compare the performance of GA, LIST and steady-state
to schedule intrees on heterogeneous platforms.
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Figure 7: CCR ≈ 1000, fully heterogeneous platforms
Figures 7a and 7b show the distribution of the percentage of experiments
which give schedules greater than a threshold and for a batch size. The used
platforms are fully heterogeneous and CCR ≈ 1 000. For both the algorithms
the efficiency increases with the number of jobs. We can notice that for batch
sizes greater than 100 almost 100% of GA experiments reach an efficiency
greater than 0.8. There is an 100% horizontal line for GA experiments for
threshold 0.8 and batch sizes from 100 to 10 000, while for LIST there is a
rising curve. It means that GA efficiency increases faster than LIST when
batch sizes are large.
Figures 8a and 8c show that for batch sizes greater than 100 more than
70% of GA experiments have an efficiency greater than 0.8, while LIST
reaches hardly 60%. However for the threshold 0.9 the two experiments
have almost the same behavior. On the other hand, the steady-state algo-
rithm gives better results with almost 90% of the simulations that reach an
efficiency of 0.8. The GA is however not so far from this curve.
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(b) Steady-State algorithm
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(c) LIST algorithm
Figure 8: Simulation with fully heterogeneous platforms, CCR ≈ 1
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Figure 9: Simulation with fully homogeneous platforms, CCR ≈ 1000
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Figure 10: Simulation with fully homogeneous platforms, CCR ≈ 1
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7.3 Fully homogeneous platforms
In this section we assess the performance of GA for scheduling intrees on
homogeneous platforms.
7.3.1 CCR ≈ 1 000
On the figures 9a, 9b and 9c we see the percentage of experiments which
give schedules with efficiencies greater than 0.9 and 0.8 when the platforms
have heterogeneous nodes and heterogeneous communication links. For the
threshold 0.9, GA is even better than both the Steady-State and the LIST
algorithms for batch sizes less than 1 000. For batch sizes greater than 1 000,
GA is overtaken. However if threshold 0.8 is taken, GA shows the highest
curve.
7.3.2 CCR ≈ 1
With the figures 10a, 10b and 10c we see the percentage of experiments which
give schedules with efficiencies greater than 0.9 and 0.8 when the platforms
have homogeneous nodes and homogeneous communication links. For the
threshold 0.9, GA is even better than both the Steady-State and the LIST
algorithms for batch sizes less than 2 500. For batch sizes greater than 2 500,
GA is overtaken. However if threshold 0.8 is taken, GA shows the highest
curve up to 5 000 jobs. Figure 10a shows that LIST has very poor results
even for several thresholds.
7.4 Computation times
The figure 11 shows the time spent by the three algorithms to find a schedule
for platforms with heterogeneous bandwidths and whose computation costs
are 10 times greater than communication costs. The GA and LIST are very
time consuming while the computation time spent by the Steady-State algo-
rithm is very low. Nevertheless GA has the best performance in most seen
cases for batch sizes less than 1 000. For these sizes the GA computation
times is less than 20 minutes only.
The simulations have been run on a cluster with 64 nodes, each node
being a 2.8 GHz quad-core Intel Xeon bi-processor. Each simulation runs on
one core.
8 Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we propose a genetic algorithm that solves the problem of
scheduling a collection of workflows on a set of heterogeneous nodes inter-
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Figure 11: Average Computation time
connected by heterogeneous communication links. This GA takes the com-
munication costs into account. We show that for a collection of different
workflows GA obtains better execution performance than a classical LIST
algorithm. For the case where the DAGs are identical intrees we are able
to compare the GA results to an optimal lower bound and to show that its
results tend towards the optimality for more than 1 000 jobs. The obtained
results are moreover comparable to a practical implementation of the Steady-
State algorithm. The main idea we keep in mind is that scheduling with GA
by taking communications into account is difficult, as for implementing the
practical Steady-State solution.
For future work, other communication models should be implemented in
the simulator, like the multi-port models and other genetic representations
could be explored.
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